Get Growing: From Seeds to Sprouts
When preschoolers sprout seeds indoors, they can find out about the first stages of plant
growth. The sprouted plants can later be placed in the garden outdoors or kept inside.
Here are some suggestions for seed-sprouting activities. (See Illinois Early Learning and
Development Benchmarks 1A.ECc, 5.C.ECb, 10.A.ECb, 10.B.ECa, 11.A.ECa, 11.A.ECd, 12.A.ECa,
12.A.ECb, and 12.B.ECa.)

Find out what the children understand about how seeds become plants.

 Keep track of children’s ideas and questions on a web, list, or chart. You can add to it as
they find answers to their questions.
 Share books that explain such words as germinate, sprout, and seedling. Find books
and Web resources with pictures that label roots, stems, leaves, and other plant parts.

Help the children start some plants indoors.

 Choose two to three kinds of seeds to bring in so that the class will be able to compare the ways the different seeds sprout and develop.
 Provide potting soil and cups or pots. Let children plant one kind of seed per pot.
Have them put the pots where they can get sunlight. (Note: You might offer “peat pots,”
small containers made of pressed peat moss. Children can set peat pots into garden
soil later when the seedlings are ready, without disturbing the roots.)
 Show children how to sprout seeds without soil in sandwich bags, damp paper towels,
or glass jars. You can find directions in books or on the Web.
 Pose some questions: “Do you think all of your sprouts will look alike?” “How many
days do you think it will take for the beans to sprout?”

Encourage children to keep track of plant growth.

 Offer magnifiers so that children can look closely at the sprouting seeds.
 Have a small group of children keep track of what happens to the seeds planted in
pots. Another group can record what happens to the seeds that were started without
soil. Encourage the children to draw or photograph what they see.
 Provide rulers, tape measures, and centimeter cubes, etc., so that children can measure seedling growth. Help them make charts of the changes.
 Each day, ask children to predict what the seeds or sprouts will look like the next time
they observe. Help them follow up on their predictions: “You predicted that flowers
would pop up today. Did you notice flowers in the pots?”

Invite children to represent what they have found out about sprouting seeds.

 Let children select drawings and photographs to display on a bulletin board or in a
book.
 Ask children to dictate reports about seed sprouting to add to the bulletin board or
the book.
 Provide materials for making models of the new plants, such as clay, pipe cleaners,
and paper. Help the children label the parts of their model plants.

For related Web resources, see “Get Growing: From Seeds to Sprouts”
at http://illinoisearlylearning.org/tips.htm.
Any opinions, findings, conclusions, or recommendations expressed in this tip sheet are those of the author(s)
and do not necessarily reflect the views of the Illinois State Board of Education.
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